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The Ricci tensor has been computed in several infinite dimensional situations. In
this work, we shall be interested in the case of the central extension of loop groups
and in the asymptotic behaviour of the Ricci tensor on free loop groups as the
Riemannian metric varies.  1999 Academic Press
The Ricci tensor plays an important role in geometric stochastic analysis
(see [BE, CM]). In infinite dimension, the computation of Ricci-type
curvature is delicate: the curvature tensor is not always of the trace class.
Let G be a semisimple compact Lie group (of dimension d), and G its Lie
algebra. Take on G an AdG&invariant metric ( , )G . Consider
Ho(G)={h: [0, 1]  G; h(0)=h(1)=0, |
1
0
|h4 (%)| 2G d%<+=
where the dot denotes the derivative with respect to %. The Hilbert space
Ho(G) can be seen as the space of the left invariant vector fields on the
based loop group:
Le(G)=[l: [0, 1]  G continuous; l(0)=l(1)=e] .




G d%, the LeviCivita connection
{hk # Ho defined by





[h({), k4 ({)] d{&% |
1
0
[h({), k4 ({)] d{.
Following S. Freed [Fr], the associated curvature form is not of the
trace class but its two-step trace does exist. More precisely, let e1 , ..., ed be
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an orthonormal basis of G and cn(%) be an orthonormal basis of Ho(R).






([{h , {hn, i ]&{[h, hn, i ]) hn, i converges in Ho(G) .




K(h (%), h (%)) d% ,
where h (%)=h(%)&10 h({) d{ and &K is the Killing form defined by
K(a, b)=&Trace(ad(a) b ad(b)) for a, b # G.
It follows that the quadratic form (Ric h, h) is negative definite.
On the other hand, the loop group Le(G) admits the pinned Brownian
measure (Wiener measure). The OrnsteinUhlenbeck operator L can be
defined. Using the concept of 12 (see [BE]), the Ricci tensor with respect
to L was computed by E. Getzler [Ge] (see also I. Shigekawa [Sh]).
For the free loop group L(G)=[l: S 1  Gcontinuous] , its Lie algebra is
H(G)={h: S 1  G ; |h| 2H=|S1 |h4 (%)| 2G d%<+= .




























The central extension plays an important role in the theory of represen-
tation (see [PS]). In this work, we are first interested in the central exten-
sion of Ho(G). We shall compute the Ricci tensor with respect to H1 and
H12 metrics.
The Lie group G acts on the based loop group Le(G) by (g } l)(%)=
gl(%)g&1. The free loop group L(G) is therefore the semiproduct of G
by Le(G). The Riemannian metrics
(h, h) = |
1
0




are equivalent. We shall show how the Ricci tensor Ric= varies as =  0.
I. CENTRAL EXTENSION




(h({), k4 ({)) d{. (1)
Then | is a skew bilinear form and verifies the following cocycle
condition:
|([h, k], l)+|([k, l], h)+|([l, h], k)=0. (2)
Now denote
L (G)=Ho(G)R.
For (h, *) and (k, +) in L (G), we define
[(h, *), (k, +)]=([h, k], |(h, k)) . (3)
By (2), L (G) is a Lie algebra with the above bracket operation, but it
does not always correspond to a Lie group. For a characterization of
conditions, see Theorem 4.4.1 in [PS, p. 46]. That is the case if G is simply
connected and simply laced.
1. The metric H1
In this part, for h # Ho(G), we denote h (%)=h(%)&10 h({) d{. Endow
L (G) with the following metric:
( (h, *) , (k, +)) =(h, k) Ho+* +. (4)
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Proposition 1.1 Define q(h, k; *, +) # Ho(G) by
q* (h, k; *, +)(%)={hk
.
(%)& 12 (* k ++ h ) . (5)
Then the LeviCivita connection on L (G) is given by
{(h, *)(k, +)=(q(h, k; *, +), 12 |(h, k)). (6)
Proof. The straightforward computation gives the result. K
Now let h, k, z # Ho(G) and * # R. Denote h =(h, *) , k =(k, 0) ,
z~ =(z, 0). Then we have by Eq. (6) that {k z~ =({k z, 12 |(k, z)) , and












On the other hand, we have {h z~ =({h z&*2  }0 z ,
1
2 |(h, z)) and








|\k, {hz&*2 z1++ ,
where z1= }0 z . We have, finally,






|([h, k], z)+ .
It follows that the curvature tensor 0 on L (G) is given by
0 (h , k )z~ ={h {k z~ &{k {h z~ &{[h , k ] z~
=\0(h, k)z+A(h, k, z)+B(k, z) , C(h, k, z)+*4 |(k, z1)+ ,





































Take z=k, we have




Now for k # Ho(G) written in the form k=c = with c # Ho(R) and = # G, we
have:





B(k, k)=0 and C(h, k, k)=0. (8)
Proposition 1.2. Let B be an orthonormal basis of Ho(G), then
:
k # B
(A(h, k, k), h) =&34 |
1
0
|h (%)|2 d%. (9)
Proof. By (7), we have
:
k # B





(k , h4 ) d%
=&34 :
k # B \|
1
0





|h | 2 d%. K




| \kn , |
}
0
k n+= d12. (10)
Proof. Let kn(%)=cn(%) =. Then











where c n(%)=cn(%)&10 cn({) d{=10 (1({<%)+{) c* n({) d{. Let S% ({)=
1({<%)+{. We have:
S % ({)=S% ({)&|
1
0













|S % ({)| 2 d{= 112 .
Now denote the central element by c=(0, 1) and define
(Ric
t
h , h ) L~ (G)=:
n
(0 (h , k n) k n , h )L (G)+(0 (h , c)c, h )L (G) .
Theorem 1.4. Let h =(h, *) # L (G), we have
(Ric
t
h , h )L (G)=|
1
0









Proof. Using Eqs. (5) and (6), by a direct computation we find
(0 (h , c)c, h )L (G)= 14 |
1
0
|h (%)| 2 d%.
Now combining (6)(10), we obtain (11). K
2. The metric H12
In this part, the bar will denote the complex conjugation. Let 2=
&d 2d%2. The metric H12 is defined by |h| 212=
1
0 (h, 2
12h) G d%. It is well
known that the metric H12 on Ho(G) is a Ka lherian metric (see [PS, ST]).
Let H Co be the complexification of Ho(G). Let [e1 , ..., ed] be an orthonor-




(exp[2?in%]&1)e: , n # Z*.





(h4 (%), k4 (%))G d% , h, k # H Co .
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(h, e &n, :) e&n, : . (12)
We have
|(Jh, Jk)=|(h, k) for h, k # Ho(G). (13)
By Freed [Fr] (see also ShigekawaTaniguchi [ST]), the metric H12 is
given by
(h, k)12=|(Jh, k) for h, k # Ho(G). (14)
By (13), (14), we have
(Jh , Jk) 12=(h , k) 12 and |(h, k)=&(Jh , k) 12 . (15)
Now denote by {12h k the LeviCivita connection with respect to the metric
H12. By Freed [Fr], the associated Ricci tensor Ric12 exists for the two-
step trace. Consider on L (G) the following metric:
( (h, *), (k, +)) 12=(h, k) 12+*+ .








2 |(h, k)) . (16)
Proof. It follows from the definition of the LeviCivita connection and
the relation (15). K
Now let h =(h, *), k =(k, 0), and z~ =(z, 0). Define









[h , k ]
z~ .
Then we have
















(|(h, {12k z)&|(k, {
12





Proposition 2.2. We have
(i) (A(h, k, k), h) 12=&34 (Jh, k)
2
12 ;
(ii) B(k, z)=0 and C(h, k, z)=0;
(iii) D(k, k)=*4(k, k) 12 .
Proof. We have: A(h, k, k)=&34 |(h, k) Jk. Then by (15)
(A(h, k, k), h) 12=&34 |(h, k)(Jk, h) 12
= 34 |(J
2h, k) (J2k, Jh) 12





For (ii), by Pressley [Pr], Freed [Fr], and Shigekawa and Taniguchi
[ST], we know that
{12J=0.
It follows directly that B(k, z)=0. We have:




k (Jh), z) 12=(J{
12
k h, z) 12 .




h (Jk), z) 12=(J{
12
h k, z) 12 .
|([h, k], z)=&(J[h, k], z) 12=(J[k, h], z) 12 .
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Therefore C(h, k, z)= 12(JT
12(k, h), z) 12=0, because
T 12(k, h)={12k h&{
12
h k&[h, k]=0.










(k, k) 12 . K
Let kn, : # Ho(R)G be an orthonormal basis with respect to the H12
metric and let k n, :=(kn, : , 0). Define
(Ric
t
12 h , h ) 12= :
n{0
(012(h , k n, :)k n, : , h ) 12+(012(h , c)c, h ) 12 .
Theorem 2.3. We have
(Ric
t






if h =(h, 0),
if h =(h, *) , *{0
,
Proof. A direct computation gives (012(h , c)c, h ) 12= 14 |h|
2
12 . Now
using (17) and Proposition 2.2, we obtain
(Ric
t
12 h , h ) 12














As n, : (Jh, kn, :) 212=(Jh, Jh) 12=|h|
2
12 , we obtain the result. K
II. VARIABILITY OF THE RIEMANNIAN METRIC ON
FREE LOOP GROUPS
The Lie group G acts on the based loop group Le(G) by (g } l)(%)=
gl(%) g&1. So the free loop group L(G) is the semidirect product of G by
Le(G): L(G)=G_ Le(G).
In what follows, we shall denote by L(G) the space of the periodic func-
tions R  G of the class C2, of the period 1. Consider
(h, h) = |
1
0
|h(%)| 2G d%+= |
1
0
|h4 (%)| 2G d% . (18)
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It is obvious that these norms are equivalent. Denote
H1(G)=the closure of L(G)with respect to ( , ) 1 . (19)




[h, k4 ] d{&% |
1
0
[h, k4 ] d{. (20)
Proposition 1. Let h, k # L(G). With respect to ( , ) = , the LeviCivita
covariant derivative {=h k # H1(G) is given by
({=h k)=qh, k+(1+=2)






Proof. It follows from direct computation. K
Remark. For h(%)=c(%)a where c # H(R) and a # G, we have {=hh=0.
Now we shall compute the quantity: ({=h k , {
=
k h) = . By (21), we have
({=h k, {
=
k h) = |
1
0












({Gh k&qh, k , (1+=2)




(q* h, k , q* k, h)G d%+|
1
0








({Gh k&qh, k , (1+=2)














({Gh k&qh, k , {
G




({Gh k&qh, k , (1+=2)













({Gh k&qh, k , A=({
G
k h&qk, h)) G d%
where A= 1&(1+=2)&1 is a bounded positive operator in L2([0, 1], G)
such that A= 1=0.
Proposition 2. We have
({=hk, {
=
k h) = = |
1
0









({Gh k&qh, k , A=({
G
h k&qh, k)) G d% , (22)




2 [k(%), h(%)]+[k(0), h(0)]&qh, k (%)
={h(%)k(%)&qh, k(%)+[k(0), h(0)].
Now using the above equality, we obtain (22). K









[h, k] z .
Then for k # L(G) in the form k(%)=c(%)a with c # H(R) and a # G, we
have




[h, k] k, h) = . (23)
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Proposition 4. For k=ca # H(R)G, we have
(R=(h, k)k, h) = &= |
1
0
[h, k4 ] d%, |
1
0








({Gh k&qh, k , A=({
G
h k&qh, k)) G d% (24)
where RG denotes the curvature tensor on G.
Proof. We have 10 (q* h, k , q* k, h) G d% = 
1
0 ([h, k4 ], [k, h4 ]) G&
(10 [h, k4 ] d%, 
1





([h, k4 ], [k, h4 ]) G d%&|
1
0
([[h, k], k4 ], h4 ) G d%=0.
Therefore, according to the fact 10 [h, k4 ] d%=
1




(q* h, k , q* k, h) G d%&|
1
0




[h, k4 ] d% , |
1
0
[h, k4 ] d%G .






k h) G d%&|
1
0




(RG(h(%), k(%))k(%), h(%)) G d% .
Now using (22) and (23), we obtain the result. K
We shall consider an orthonormal basis of H1(G) with respect to the
norm ( , ) = . Let e1 , ..., ed be an orthonormal basis of G. Denote, for
n1, :2n(%)=- 2 (sin 2n?%)- 1+4n2?2= and :2n&1(%)=- 2 (cos 2n?%)
- 1+4n2?2=. Define
k2n, i (%)=:2n(%) ei and k2n&1, i (%)=:2n&1(%)ei .
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Then [kn, i ; n1, i=1, ..., d] is an orthonormal basis of H1(G) with








We have kn, i=(2?[(n+1)2])- 1+4?2[(n+1)2]2 = ’n, i, where [!]
denotes the integral part. Define





(R=(h, kn, i)kn, i , h) = . (25)
According to (24), set










[h, k4 n, i] d%, |
1
0





















K(h(%), h({)) :* n(%) :* n({) d% d{ .
Set ’n, i=;n ei . Then :n(%)=((2?[(n+1)2])- 1+4?2[(n+1)2]2=)
;n(%). As G is assumed to be semisimple, the minus of Killing form K
defines an inner product of G. For simplicity, we shall take K as the inner










































(RicG h(%), h(%))G :2n(%) d%.
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We have (RicG a, a) G= 14K(a, a)=
1
4 |a|















which is of the order 1- = as =  0. A more delicate estimate comes from
the term of I3(=).
Denote J=(h, k)=10 ({
G
h k&qh, k , A=({
G











[h4 , k] d{+ 12 |
%
0
[h, k4 ] d{.








([h4 (s), k(s)]&[h(s), k4 (s)]) /%(s) ds
where /% (s)=1(s(%)&%. Denote
fh, k(%)= 12 |
1
0
([h4 (s), k(s)]&[h(s), k4 (s)]) /% (s) ds.













( fh, k , ;4 nei) G d%+
2
(29)
where c(n, =)=(4?2[(n+1)2]2=)(1+4?2[(n+1)2]2 =) are eigenvalues of
the operator A= .




0 ( fh, k , ;4 n ei) G d%)
2. Then we have
















( fh, k(%), fh, k({)) ;4 n(%) ;4 n({) d% d{. (30)
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0 [:m(s) h4 (s)&:* m(s) h(s), ej ]
/% (s) ds.
Denote















zm(s) /% (s) ds, |
1
0






















;4 n(%) d% |
1
0








J=(h, km, j)= :
n, m1
c(n, =) } |
1
0
;4 n(%) d% |
1
0
zm(s) /% (s) ds }
2
.
As 10 ;4 n(%) /% (s) d%=&;n(s), it follows that
I3(=)= :
n, m1
c(n, =) } |
1
0
;n(s) zm(s) ds }
2
. (32)




;n(s) zm(s) ds= 12 _|
1
0
;n(s) :m(s) h4 (s) ds&|
1
0




;n(s) :m(s) h4 (s) ds+ 12 |
1
0
;4 n(s) :m(s) h(s) ds.
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;n(s) :m(s) h4 (s) ds+\|
1
0
;4 n(s) :m(s) h(s) ds+
+14 :
n, m1
c(n, =) } |
1
0







Estimate of I 13(=). By the definition of ;n , we have ;4 2n 2n?=;2n&1
and ;4 2n&1 (2n?=&;2n . Replacing :m by its expression :m=;4 m 




1+4?2[(n+1)2]2 = } |
1
0











;4 n(s) ;4 m(s) h4 (s) ds }
2
.
Lemma 5. For any 0<$< 12 , there exists a constant C$>0 such that for





|h4 (s)| 2 ds. (33)
Proof. Let a>0. The function *  *1&$(1+a*) realizes its maximum







































m, n1 } |
1
0















1+4?2[(m+1)2]2 = } |
1
0
















1+4?2[(n+1)2]2 = } |
1
0












;4 n(%) ;4 m(%) h(%) d% }
2







(1+4?2 n2=)(1+4?2 m2=) _} |
1
0























































sin 2n?% sin 2n?{ cos 2m?(%&{) (h(%), h({)) G d% d{ .













































&2 - =& over [0, 1]. (37)
Proof. Consider the periodic function of period 1 defined by exp(%2?- =)
over [0, 1[. Then the classical Fourier analysis gives the result. K
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Lemma 7. We have
lim
=  0




Proof. In (35), using the change of variable (%, {)  (%, t) with t=%&{

























,2= (t) dt |
1
t
(h(%), h(%&t)) d%. (40)






































































It follows that: A(v)= 116 }
1
2 (v(1)+v(0)). Now using (40), by taking respec-
tively v(t)=1&t0 (h(%), h(%&t)) d% and v(t)=
1
t (h(%), h(%&t)) d%, we
obtain (39). K
Theorem 8. We have
lim
=  0






Proof. By (26), lim=  0 - = I1(=)=0. And by (34), lim=  0 - = I 22(=)=0.







2 d%1- = 10 |h(%)|2 d%
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